
Brezcoin and the ERC-20 Mobile Wallet 
How to Add Brezcoin to your TRUST ERC-20 Mobile Wallet.  

Trust Wallet is the best ethereum wallet and multi cryptocurrency wallet to store your favorite ERC721 

& ERC20 tokens. Brezcoin is an Etherscan Verified ERC-20 Token. It is an official cryptocurrency with a 

limited supply of only 100,000 tokens in circulation. You can earn Brezcoin in many ways from the admin 

and smart contract owner of Brezcoin. You can earn additional Brezcoin Tokens by subscribing to our 

Text Msg List (“Subscribe”) and looking for SMS Offers to earn Task Rewards. Make sure you register for 

the Gold Rush Challenge to earn Brezcoin Tokens via our Gold Rush Challenge, our referral contest. 

As you harvest and accumulate Brezcoin (BREZ) tokens, you can store them safely on your smartphone 

in a safe and encrypted Crypto Wallet Mobile App called TRUST. It is available for Android and IOS.  

When you set up your TRUST mobile app, you will receive a unique Ethereum address that looks like:  

0x931D387731bBbC988B312206c74F77E004H6B54c (SAMPLE only)  

Save your Ethereum address in a safe place. You will be able  to store Ethereum and ERC-20 Tokens on 

your TRUST Mobile Wallet and one Ethereum address for receiving Ethereum or Ethereum ERC-20 

Tokens (“smart contracts that are deployed on the Ethereum Network and issue cryptocurrency).  

Step 1: Download the TRUST Mobile Wallet app (Android or IOS).  

Step 2: Complete the encryption and PIN number set up.  

Step 3: To find Brezcoin and add it to your Directory of ERC-20 tokens, press the plus + link (upper right). 

Step 4: Search for Brezcoin, symbol: BREZ, decimal places: 2 and add BREZ.  

Step 5: Once configured correctly, you will be able to receive BREZ and store on your smartphone. You 

will have your own Ethereum address assigned to your Trust Wallet so that you can receive and send 

Ethereum, Brezcoin and other ERC20 compliant cryptocurrencies.  

 

https://tapit.us/HdvrS

